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The method of extracting effective atomic orbitals and effective minimal basis sets from molecular
wave function characterizing the state of an atom in a molecule is developed in the framework of
the “fuzzy” atoms. In all cases studied, there were as many effective orbitals that have considerable
occupation numbers as orbitals in the classical minimal basis. That is considered to be of high
conceptual importance. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3153482
I. INTRODUCTION
Our qualitative understanding of molecular wave func-
tions relies mainly on the concept of minimal basis sets: we
speak about the geometrical characteristics of spn hybridized
carbons, discuss the role of d orbitals for second row ele-
ments, etc. The precise quantum chemical calculations apply
larger and larger basis sets, not even always of atomic char-
acter. The results of such calculations are some energetic or
geometric parameters, which are often difficult to interpret in
simple chemical terms. For that reason it is of interest to
elaborate techniques permitting to extract effective atomic
or group orbitals by the a posteriori analysis of the actual
molecular wave functions, which can be put into correspon-
dence with the classical notions of electronic configuration.
That had been achieved in the framework of the “Hilbert-
space analysis” i.e., analysis in which the atom is identified
with the nucleus and the subspace of the basis orbitals cen-
tered on it by requiring stationary properties of Mulliken’s
net atomic populations corresponding to some localized
orbitals.1,2 It has also been found2 that the orbitals obtained
can be identified with or, at least, are very closely related to
McWeeny’s classical atomic natural hybrids.3 The numerical
calculations showed that there is always as many effective
atomic orbitals AOs with occupation numbers considerably
differing from zero as orbitals contained in the classical
minimal basis of the given atom. Exceptions are the hyper-
valent atoms—such as six valent sulfur—for which some
additional effective AOs with small but non-negligible occu-
pation numbers reflecting backdonations to the d orbitals are
also obtained.1 We think that one cannot overestimate the
conceptual importance of this conclusion.
The alternative to the Hilbert-space analysis is the analy-
sis performed in the three-dimensional 3D physical space,
in which the atom is identified with the nucleus and a domain
of the physical space around the nucleus. That domain can be
defined either with strict boundaries like in Bader’s “atoms
in molecules” AIM theory4 or may lack them “fuzzy” at-
oms. There are cases when the 3D analysis is the only
possibility—e.g., plane wave bases are not atom centered at
all, but the diffuse orbitals entering “augmented” basis sets
are also lacking any pronounced atomic character. For that
reason, we have developed here the 3D analog of the calcu-
lating effective atomic basis sets and realized it to different
definitions of the fuzzy atoms. As a matter of fact, the equa-
tions necessary for such calculations have been already de-
rived in Ref. 5 for Bader’s atom framework and in Ref. 2 for
the case of the fuzzy atoms. However, the first attempts to
realize the scheme for the fuzzy atoms gave discouraging
results.6 That was the case because the “cutoff” function2
was identified with the atomic weight function wAr of the
fuzzy atom theory and only most recently have we realized
on the basis of the more careful study of the relationships
between the effective AOs and McWeeny’s natural hybrids3
that one should use the square of the latter.
It might be worth to mention that for the particular case
of single-determinant wave functions and of the use of Bad-
er’s AIM theory, the localized orbitals obtained here are
identical to those originating from the so-called domain av-
eraged Fermi hole DAFH analysis.7 This is a consequence
of the facts that for disjoint domains one has wA2r=wAr
and that for single determinants the exchange density can be
expressed through the first order density matrix. In the
DAFH analysis the orbitals of each fragment are further lo-
calized by “isopycnic transformation” and the resulting or-
bitals are investigated by visual inspection. In our approach
we emphasize the relevance of the truncated localized orbit-
als natural hybrids for the characterization of the electronic
state of the given atom within the molecule.
II. FORMALISM
As early as in 1960, McWeeny introduced the concept of
“natural hybrid orbitals”3 which in the case of an orthonor-
malized basis diagonalize the atomic block of the density
matrix D. In the general nonorthogonal case, they can be
obtained by requesting stationary properties for Mulliken’s
net atomic populations corresponding to the individual effec-
tive AOs hybrids.1,2 In any case the natural hybrids permit
to express Mulliken’s net atomic population,
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AAr = 
,A
D
rr , 1
in terms of natural hybrids i
A in a diagonal form:
AAr = 
i
i
Ai
Ari
Ar . 2
Here i
A are the normalized atomic hybrids and i
A are their
occupation numbers summing up to Mulliken’s net popula-
tion of atom A.
In order to generalize that approach to the case of a 3D
analysis, we shall start by introducing a non-negative weight
function wAr for each atom and each point of the 3D space,
which satisfies the requirement

A
wAr = 1 3
everywhere. It is assumed that wAr is large “inside” of
atom A and small “outside.” In the special case of Bader’s
AIM theory,4 wAr=1 for points inside the “domain” of
atom A and wAr=0 outside of it.
Multiplying the electron density r with the left-hand
side of Eq. 3 once or twice, one can decompose the elec-
tron density in the sum of atomic or atomic and diatomic
components,
r = 
A
Ar = 
A,B
ABr . 4
The term AAr case A=B in the right-hand side represents
the 3D generalization of Mulliken’s net atomic density. It
integrates to the net atomic population defined in the frame-
work of the fuzzy atom analysis.8 It simply equals to
AAr = wA
2rr , 5
or, expanding the density r in terms of the molecular
orbitals MOs i:
AAr = 2
i
occ.
wA
2ri
rir . 6
For the sake of simplicity the case of a single-determinant
wave function with doubly filled orbitals is considered. If
one introduces the normalized “intra-atomic” part i
A of the
orbital i as
i
Ar =NiAwArir , 7
where NiA is a normalization constant, then the atomic den-
sity AAr has a diagonal form of Eq. 2 for any orthonor-
malized set of canonic or localized MOs i. However, the
orbitals i
Ar are, in general, not orthogonal to each other;
moreover, they are even not necessarily linearly independent.
It appears that there is a unique set of localized orbitals,
different for each atom, for which the intra-atomic parts ef-
fective AOs, hybrids i
A of the orbitals are orthogonal to
each other—similarly to their parent global MOs i—and
can be used in the expansion of type 2. To obtain them we
form the Hermitian matrix Q with the elements
Qij = wA2rir jrdv , 8
where the orbitals i represent the set of initial e.g.,
canonic MOs. It is easy to see that Qij is nothing but the
overlap integral of the un-normalized intra-atomic compo-
nents of orbitals i and  j. We diagonalize matrix Q with the
unitary matrix U:
U†QU = , 9
where =diag1 ,2 , . . . is the diagonal matrix of the ei-
genvalues, and form the set of localized orbitals i as
ir = 
j
Uji jr . 10
Thus the requested normalized effective AOs hybrids i
A
can be written as
i
Ar =
1
	i
wArir . 11
All i0 owing to the metric character of matrix Q and all
i	1, as it originates from the norm of a function which is
obtained by multiplying a normalized orbital with a weight
function wAr	1. The latter fact represents an obvious ad-
vantage with respect to the Hilbert-space analysis where the
properties of the Mulliken populations do not guarantee the
fulfillment of such a limitation. Orbitals with very small i
values should be omitted, similarly to the practice of Löwd-
in’s canonic orthogonalization. It follows from the eigen-
value equation 9 that these functions are orthonormalized.
Owing to their definitions, they can be used to present the
atomic density AA defined in Eq. 6 as
AAr = 2
i
occ.
ii
Ari
Ar , 12
i.e., we get the form of Eq. 2 with the natural occupation
numbers i
A
=2i. They sum to the fuzzy atom net atomic
population8 of the atom in question.
III. SOME FUZZY ATOM DEFINITIONS
The atomic weights wAr above can be derived from
several atomic definitions within the fuzzy atom framework.
In the past we have made use of the simplest Becke atoms9
in order to show how bond orders, overlap populations, or
energy components could be obtained for fuzzy atoms. The
shape of such Becke atoms the value of the atomic weights
is determined by a set of atomic radii and the so-called stiff-
ness parameter. The ratio between the atomic radii of two
atoms determines the relative size of the atomic basins and
the stiffness parameter controls the shape of the cutoff pro-
file, i.e., the decay of the atomic weight from the value of 1
at the nuclear position to zero at the position of the neigh-
boring atoms. In his scheme9 originally introduced for per-
forming multicenter numerical integrations a simple analyti-
cal polynomial is used to describe the cutoff profile and the
stiffness parameter is simply related to the order of that
polynomial.
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Even though Becke’s atoms are only mathematical con-
structs, the values of physical quantities such as populations,
bond orders, or energy components one can obtain by their
use are quite reasonable provided a balanced set of atomic
radii is used, for instance, those of Slater10 or Suresh and
Koga.11 The main drawback associated with the use of a
fixed set of covalent atomic radii is that the same atoms are
treated on equal footing in different chemical environments,
i.e., partial ionic character of atoms cannot be properly ac-
counted for. One way to circumvent this problem is to deter-
mine the ratio of the atomic radii for each pair of chemically
bonded atoms according to the position of the minima of the
total density along the internuclear axis.8 Such a scheme,
referred as Becke- in Ref. 12 and also used by Francisco et
al.,13 gives values for electron populations and bond orders
very close to those obtained by applying the disjoint AIM
atomic definition of Bader.
An alternative is the fuzzy atoms based on the use of
promolecular densities such as classical Hirshfeld or “stock-
holder” atoms.14 In this approach the atomic weight at a
given point of the space is determined by the ratio
wAr =
A
0r
BB
0r
, 13
where A
0r represents the promolecular density of atom A.
Such promolecular densities are typically obtained from a
free atom calculation and are usually spherically averaged
functions centered at the atomic nuclei.
Hirshfeld atoms are probably more appealing than
Becke’s mathematical construct but they require the use of
proper reference state atomic densities. Classical Hirshfeld
atoms suffer from the same problems concerning a proper
description of partial ionization as Becke’s. Also, the result-
ing shape of the atoms in the molecule is strongly dependent
on the choice of the promolecular state of the atom. The
typical example of LiF, for which one can choose either neu-
tral or ionic promolecular free atom densities, illustrates this
problem.15
Recently an improvement of the classical Hirshfeld ap-
proach in a manner by which the partial ionization is taken
into account in an ingenious manner has been proposed. The
so-called iterative Hirshfeld Hirshfeld-I process15 is de-
rived from the minimization of the missing information sub-
jected to the constrain that the promolecular atomic densities
integrate to the same usually fractional number of electrons
as do the atoms in the molecule. This is accomplished in an
iterative fashion by defining the promolecular densities as a
proper linear combination of neutral and ionic again spheri-
cally averaged free atom densities. More precisely, the pro-
molecular densities of free atoms are calculated by using
those numbers of electrons which represent the closest upper
and lower integers to the actual value of the atomic popula-
tion. It has been shown that the Hirshfeld-I process is con-
vergent and also its solution is unique16 for a given selection
of the electronic state—including multiplicity—for the free
neutral and ionized atoms. In this sense it represents a prac-
tical solution of the problem associated with the choice of
the state of the reference free atoms. The Hirshfeld-I method
tends to produce larger partial atomic charges in absolute
value and smaller covalent bond orders compared to the
classical Hirshfeld atoms. It has been pointed out recently
that Hirshfeld-I charges reproduce quite well the electrostatic
potential.17
We have made use of all the fuzzy atom definitions men-
tioned above in order to obtain effective AOs. We have ob-
served that the different fuzzy atom definitions induce only
minor qualitative differences in the shape of the hybrids, and
no fundamental discrepancies on the number or chemically
meaningful hybrids and their occupations have been
observed.
IV. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
We have implemented the formalism described above for
several weight functions wAr within the framework of the
fuzzy atom formalism, namely, the simplest Becke,9 Becke
with adjustment of atomic radii according to the topology of
the density Becke-,12 the classical Hirshfeld,14 and the re-
cent Hirshfeld-I15 approach. As an example we have ob-
tained the atomic hybrids for the molecule of alanine—
which presents several types of C, O, and H atoms and one
of nitrogen—for the different fuzzy atom schemes at the
Hartree–Fock HF level.
The occupation numbers of the atomic hybrids for the
different atoms of 
-alanine obtained at the RHF/cc-pVTZ
level are shown in Fig. 1. The first observation is that only
five hybrids are appreciably populated for all heavy atoms
and just one in the case of hydrogens, once again recovering
the picture of minimal basis from a quite large basis set
containing up to 30 AOs on each heavy atom. It can be also
seen that the populations of the AOs do not exceed 2, as
expected. This is not the case for Mulliken-type analysis
where lone pairs often exhibit larger net populations, arising
from small negative overlap populations with the neighbor-
ing atoms. In this sense, the present fuzzy atom approach
seems more satisfactory from a conceptual point of view.
The chemical pictures obtained with the four fuzzy atom
definitions are very similar. The drop on the occupation num-
bers is somewhat less pronounced in the case of Becke and
classical Hirshfeld as compared to Becke- and Hirshfeld-I,
for which the small i
A values do not exceed 0.05. This can
be explained by the fact that in the first two cases the ionic
character of the atoms is not taken into account properly and
the atomic weights are not adjusted to the actual situation in
the molecule; therefore the atoms penetrate more into each
other which leads to larger tails on the occupation number
distribution of the hybrids.
Of course, some differences exist for the values of the
occupation numbers of the orbitals, which are quite notice-
able in the case of H atoms. For both Hirshfeld approaches
the net occupations of the H atoms are below 0.6 and as low
as 0.18 for the acidic H atom in the Hirshfeld-I case. This
small net population is connected to the fact that in stock-
holder schemes the atoms are not “well cut” in the sense that
the weight function of atom A does not vanish at the nuclear
position of atom B, as imposed by Becke atoms. This is
particularly important when either A or B are hydrogen at-
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oms. For instance, in the case of methane the weight of C
atom amounts to typically 10% at the proton position.18
The values of the occupation numbers of the hybrids
also discriminate between the same atoms in different chemi-
cal environments. The hydrogen atoms with less net occupa-
tions are the acidic proton of the carboxylic group, followed
by the two amine protons. This is observed in all fuzzy atom
definitions. The populations of the carboxylic C atom are
always systematically smaller than those of the other two
aliphatic carbons. In the particular case of Becke- and
Hirshfeld-I the population of the sp2 hybrids barely reaches
0.30 as a direct consequence of the very large partial atomic
charge of the atom up to +1.7 and +1.1, respectively. Large
charges such as those provided by the Becke- method may
be expected in Bader’s framework, too.
We have carried out the calculations also for smaller
basis sets such as the 6-31G and also for basis sets with
somewhat less atomic character containing diffuse func-
tions such as the 6-31++G one. As might be anticipated
for a 3D-space based analysis, the results obtained do not
differ significantly. For instance, it is remarkable that the
largest discrepancy in the occupation numbers between or-
bitals obtained from the quite different cc-pVTZ and 6-31G
basis sets is only 0.10, which refers to an sp hybrid of the N
atom.
For illustration purposes we provide in Fig. 2 surface
plots of the five populated atomic hybrids of the hydroxylic
oxygen obtained using the Hirshfeld-I fuzzy atom scheme.
One can clearly identify a 1s-type core orbital, a classical
lone pair, a p orbital of the local  system, and two hybrids
of  character oriented toward the hydrogen and the car-
boxylic carbon atom, respectively. The occupation numbers
of these hybrids are 1.99, 1.84, 1.61, 1.33, and 1.12, respec-
tively, showing that the electrons on the core and lone pair
orbitals are practically not shared with the neighboring at-
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FIG. 1. Occupation numbers in descending order of the effective AOs of different atoms in 
-alanine molecule calculated by using cc-pVTZ basis set and
four different fuzzy atom definitions.
FIG. 2. Color online Effective AOs of the hydroxylic oxygen atom in

-alanine molecule calculated by using cc-pVTZ basis set and the
Hirshfeld-I fuzzy atom definitions.
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oms. The shapes of the orbitals obtained from the other fuzzy
atom definitions are very similar and are not reported. The
only appreciable differences are related to the extent of pen-
etration of the orbitals into the vicinity of the neighboring
atoms, which is essentially determined by the shape of the
respective atomic cutoff function. In particular, the Becke
weight functions diminish much faster than do the Hirshfeld
ones.
Even though the atomic hybrids with low occupations
have generally no chemical significance, sometimes they do
bear some chemical relevance. This is the case, for instance,
of the sixth orbital of the carboxylic C atom, for which the
occupation number ranges between 0.04 and 0.10 for
Hirshfeld-I and Becke, respectively. In Fig. 3 we can see that
this orbital is clearly of d type and accounts for a minor
backdonation from the oxygen atoms to the very positive
carbon. That seems similar to that observed for the hyperva-
lent sulfur atoms vide infra.
We have also considered the series of sulfur compounds
SF2, SF4, and SF6. The occupations above 0.05 of the
atomic hybrids obtained for both the S and F atoms using the
Hirshfeld-I method are listed in Table I. In SF2 there are
seven orbitals for the S atom with large occupation numbers
above 1.7; for SF4 there are six and for SF6 only five. This
is indicative of the presence of two lone pairs for SF2, one
lone pair for SF4, and none for SF6 the first five natural
orbitals correspond to the core orbitals. The remaining va-
lence orbitals for S present occupation numbers in the range
0.3–0.5 in all cases. Such rather small values are due to the
strong electron withdrawing force of the F atoms. There is a
clear gap in the occupation numbers of the S atom. In SF2
this occurs after the last valence orbital, whereas for SF4 and
SF6 one and two degenerate more natural AOs are signifi-
cantly populated 0.173 and 0.130, respectively. These or-
bitals have a clear d character and correspond to some back-
donation from the F atoms to the sulfur, which is important
to understand the electronic structure of such hypervalent
compounds.1 The occupation numbers of the F atoms are
quite similar in these systems: in all cases only five of them
have significant values.
The picture obtained with the other fuzzy atom schemes
is quite similar. Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I give very close
results; Hirshfeld-I gives somewhat larger polarization, as
expected. In the case of the simple Becke scheme one meets
the difficulty of a too small fluorine radius already discussed
in Ref. 8, leading to unphysical negative sulfur charges. With
the use of the Becke- scheme the atomic charge of the F
atoms is always close to 1, which makes the S atom ex-
tremely positive, with charges +2.0, +3.4, and +4.4 in the
series. This may be considered somewhat exaggerated, as
these values exceed even the AIM ones.19,20
V. CONCLUSIONS
The method of extracting effective AOs and effective
minimal basis sets from molecular wave function is devel-
oped in the framework of the fuzzy atoms. In numerical test
calculations, several weight functions defining the fuzzy at-
oms have been considered. The chemical pictures obtained
with the different definitions are very similar: in all cases
studied, there are as many effective orbitals that have con-
FIG. 3. Color online The sixth weakly populated effective AO of the
carboxylic carbon atom in 
-alanine molecule calculated by using cc-pVTZ
basis set and the Hirshfeld-I fuzzy atom definitions.
TABLE I. Occupation numbers above 0.05 of the effective AOs of sulfur and fluorine in the molecules SFx,
x=2,4 ,6, calculated at the HF/cc-pVTZ level and Hirshfeld-I atom definition.
SF2 SF4 SF6
S F S Feq Fax S F
2.000 1.997 2.000 1.999 1.998 1.999 1.998
1.996 1.940 1.988 1.965 1.951 1.963 1.957
1.993 1.796 1.977 1.834 1.786 1.963 1.802
1.987 1.745 1.976 1.811 1.767 1.963 1.802
1.983 1.267 1.969 1.400 1.279 1.962 1.302
1.873 1.647 0.557
1.767 0.438 0.313
0.444 0.344 0.313
0.358 0.325 0.313
0.080 0.138 0.130
0.057 0.065 0.130
0.055 0.058 0.056
0.053 0.056
0.056
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siderable occupation numbers as orbitals in the classical
minimal basis, which is considered to be of high conceptual
importance.
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